
Let’s get started
planning your project together



My passion is to go where 
few go, to see what few 

people take the time to see, 
and to tell the stories of 

those from whom the world 
needs to hear.



  lanning together-  I 
love the chance to come in on a 
project before the planning is 
finished.  I find that this enables me 
to help shape the parameters to most 
effectively use the visual media in 
telling the story.  Many of the clients I 
have worked with have great passion 
and their story is one of depth and 
merit, but they often don’t understand 
the logistics of both how the visual 
component can be produced nor how 
best to use the visuals to effectively 
tell the story.  Working with my clients 
during the planning stage allows me 
to help you best tell your story to the 
world.

   ommunication- A project falls apart without concise, prompt communication.  I am available to my clients when ever they 
need me.  From the moment we begin discussing a project to the day I deliver the last piece into your hands, we are in continual 
communication.  In the world we live in the methods of keeping in touch amaze me.  I was sending my wife a photo I just made while I 
was at about 13,000 feet elevation while working on the border of China and Afghanistan.  I still had cell coverage and data.  
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  hat part of the world do I work in?   I am currently based in Tunis, Tunisia.  Living 
here gives me easy access to the entire Mediterranean within a several hour flight.  As you can see in the map 
above my work has taken me across much of the globe.  Given the relative ease of travel now I am available to 
work on projects pretty much anywhere else on the globe.  My travel kit is fairly tight and travels well which 
enables me to bring a full gamut of tools to fit the needs of your project.  

where I have worked already
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  re you ready?    I would be happy 
to answer any questions that you might still 
have.  Please fill out the simple, one page 
form linked below with some information 
regarding your project, so that I am able to 
better speak into your project.  If you have 
other questions not related to a specific 
project you can send me a message from the 
“contact me” page of my website.

  hanks for taking the time to get in touch.  I know as a creative person myself that bringing someone new onto my team and 
sharing my vision with them can be bit intimidating.  You want your vision and your project to be respected and invested in just as you 
do.  I totally understand this feeling and let me assure you that your project will be held carefully.
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